
Curriculum Skills : 
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 Imagine - drawing on familiar experiences and stimulus used in the classroom (or home), children are able to imagine 

variations and alternative situations for characters, plot and settings (imaginary worlds). 

 Question - familiar and new experiences, in order to make sense of what they are hearing and seeing.  

 Explore – find, select, use and transfer objects in their environment (indoor and outdoor) for a specific purpose. 

 Communicate – speak clearly, select relevant basic vocabulary and share their ideas in a way that can be understood by 

the listener(s). Draw/represent their ideas on paper. 

 Explain – reasons for their ideas, showing basic links to their learning. 

 Make – safely cut different materials with scissors, using the correct grip on the handles. Cut in a straight line, or 

follow a line that curves or changes direction. Join materials (including paper) using PVA glue; hold the spreader 

correctly and use the appropriate amount of glue for the size of materials; apply it to the material correctly. Hold, use 

and join materials successfully using a glue stick. Place sellotape successfully over two edges (prepared/cut by adult), to 

join materials together. Decorate a physical object using:  

1) Colour - hold coloured pencils/pens/pastels/chalks with the correct pincer grip, apply colour with some control to the 

selected area and cover the area. 

2) Paint - hold a paintbrush with the correct grip, apply the colour to the brush correctly, transfer the paint to the 

material without drips/spills and cover the selected area with some control. 

3) Materials – apply fabrics, sequins and other loose items using joining techniques (as above). 

4) Draw lines using a ruler. Hold the pencil and ruler in the correct hand, according to their dominance. Firmly place 

and hold the ruler using their spread fingers in the correct position. Hold the pencil and run it down the ruler, on the 

paper, using the correct pressure, without displacing the ruler.  

 Independence – complete tasks as above alone or in a group (help/supervision given, related to safety and the nature of 

the task).  

 Confidence – express their ideas and finished pieces of work orally, talking about them in a clear manner, with eye 

contact and appropriate body language (facing the listener). 
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All skills above reviewed and embedded plus… 

 Plan – using one or more given criteria and purpose (set by the teacher). Record 

(oral/written/illustrated) ideas and methods. 

 Design – record (oral/written/illustrated) ideas and methods, to solve problems. When writing, use 

the correct (taught) features of the genre. When drawing, label their designs according to: materials 

needed/used, joining techniques, decoration, moving parts etc.  

 Link – ideas and plans, across and between different areas of learning. These should be 

communicated through the previous steps.  

 Select – (locate) the tools and materials necessary to carry out their design/plan.  

 Compare – adjust and adapt their ‘creations’ throughout a task, according to the following: input 

and feedback from a teacher/peer, through the observation of others, through success and failure.  

 Freedom (autonomy) – demonstrate independence and confidence in their environment when 

carrying out tasks, selecting resources appropriate to a task and completing a task to the given 

criteria.  

 Use technology – at any part of the process, in order to support their learning, and in their own 

ICT skills lessons. Pupils should be able to: name the parts of a computer/tablet, log on, find and 

open a program and navigate around the screen using a keyboard and mouse.  

‘Creations’ will include: written pieces, maps, diagrams, illustrations, timelines, 3D models, art and 

musical compositions (vocal and with untuned/tuned instruments).  
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All skills above reviewed and embedded plus… 

 Compare and contrast – identify similarities and differences across two or more examples. 

These should be identified through: observation, touch, discussion, questioning, smell, taste 

or listening (as fits the task).  

 Record – using mind maps and flow diagrams. Pupils are able to draw a variety of these, in 

different contexts, understanding how to:  

1) Use a ruler to draw all connecting lines, holding the pencil and ruler in the correct way.  

2) Layout the map on the paper, considering the space and scale within which to draw and 

write their ideas. 

3) Write on the lines correctly or within boxes, using cursive handwriting.  

4) Use colour with meaning, to group ideas and highlight key information.  

5) Record using illustrations with meaning, to highlight key points.  

6) Include arrows, with the direction appropriate to the ‘flow’ of information.  

 Check – use a dictionary to spell words correctly for labels, headings and writing in general. 

Pupils can: 

1) Locate the first letter of the word alphabetically. 

2) Scan the section to locate the word from its following letters. Check it is the correct word 

from its meaning. Copy the spelling accurately on to paper.  
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All skills above reviewed and embedded plus… 

 Research – use the following sources of information to locate and retrieve information relating to 

a task: 

1) Books – use the contents and index to locate information through a ‘keyword’ search. Scan the 

text on a page to locate the information. Use a glossary to find the meaning of unfamiliar words 

related to their research. 

2) Websites – select the correct search option (web/image/news) related to the research. Use a 

‘keyword’ search on a search engine, refining this through the use of ‘-’ and quote marks for a 

particular phrase, to reduce the number of results. Pupils can search using only specific and 

relevant language, without the use of unnecessary words such as ‘the’ or ‘and’. Pupils 

understand that not all sites are ‘reliable’ sources of information, and the reasons for this.  

 Collect – make notes, using numbering or bullet points to list the information or data collected. 

Write in note form, recording words and phrases – not formal sentences. Ideas are collected 

together by subject or chronological.  

 Use primary and secondary sources – understand the difference between the two and which may 

not be ‘reliable’. 

 Join – use an increasing range of techniques, including: mechanical systems such as hinges, 

stitching, weaving, levers, sliders and knots. 

 Record – use an increasing range of methods to record including: a circle map, bubble map and 

double bubble map.  
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All skills above reviewed and embedded plus… 

Independently create, using prior knowledge and understanding: 

 Plans – for a specific purpose/audience, within a multi-layered set of criteria. Question and 

interrogate the task thoroughly, in order to reach a full understanding of the task. These will take a 

variety of formats including:  

1) Writing of a particular genre and formality, as necessary for the task. Within the selected style 

of writing, pupils can ‘experiment’ with the different narrative forms and have authorial voice.    

2) Diagrams showing views which include: side, front, rear, bird’s-eye, cross-sectional, 2D and 

3D aspects.  

3) 2D plans and 3D prototypes, where appropriate. 

4) Labels and annotations (accurate information from research) on planning to detail: materials, 

tools, techniques and costs (where applicable). 

5) Constructions are planned to scale.  

6) Decorative features are labelled and annotated to show they have considered the ‘finish’ of the 

piece.  

 Research – the work of alternative authors, artists, sculptors, architects and designers will 

influence planning and construction through research using primary and secondary resources. 

Research will include the use of: 

1) Text – ‘skimming and scanning’ a range of written sources of information, retrieving useful 

keywords and phrases to support their own ideas. Recording their research in note form, using 

bullet points, numbering and recording using a range of mind-maps, as suits the task and learner.  

2) Artefacts and physical art/sculpture – observing and considering aspects of a ‘piece’ with a 

critical eye, taking ideas and integrating them into their own creations, as matches the criteria.  

3) Technology – pupils can access a safe internet search-engine, use keywords to filter results and 

locate relevant information through ‘skimming and scanning’ text. They can cut and paste useful 



information into a document for their own use and independently save documents to a known 

file path.  

 Resource – select tools in order to follow and carry out their own planning. Select materials to fit 

the given criteria, having considered the full range of possible options. Select joining techniques 

and equipment for these, dependent on the purpose of the task.  

 Construct – following their independent plans, in order to meet all criteria set and the purpose of 

the task. Independently ‘create’ and include (where appropriate): maps – to scale, with signs, 

symbols, gridlines and relevant features; models (to scale) and text to accompany or as part of the 

work, in the correct style and formality. Problem-solve throughout the process, in order to adapt 

aspects as needed. Chronology should be evident throughout the task. 
 

 

Vocabulary: 
Design, compose, create, plan, formulate, invent, hypothesise, write, rewrite, compile, construct, develop, integrate, modify, 

organise, reorganise, prepare, produce, arrange, rearrange, adapt, assemble, collaborate, devise, express, make, negotiate, 

propose, suggest, test, structure, restructure, improve, problem, solve, criteria. 

Questions: 
What changes would you make to solve…? 

How could you improve…? 

What would happen if…? 

Can you elaborate on the reason…? 

Can you invent…? 

How would you adapt                       to create a different…? 

How could you change (modify) the plot (plan)…? 

What could be done to minimise/maximise…? 

What way could you design…? 

What could be combined to improve (change)…? 



If you could                       what would you do…?  

How would you test…? 

Can you predict the outcome if…? 

How would you estimate the results for…?  

What facts can you collect (compile)…?  

Think of an original way to… 
 


